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Shattered Trust: Technical and Moral Lessons from an
Interrupted First Visit

During a new patient intake interview Dr. A gently asked
her patient, Ms. H, about the possibility that Ms. H’s
memory of an incident might be distorted. Ms. H
expressed anger that her credibility was being questioned,
declared that she didn’t like Dr. A’s “suspicious attitude,”
and discontinued the session. Dr. A did not know whether
Ms. H sort treatment anywhere else. Was there something
ethically amiss in Dr. A’s “attitude?”

Are there ethical considerations that ought to shape the mindset
with which we listen to patients' stories?
"I don't like your attitude,"--so went my mother's frequent refrain during my early
adolescence. And clearly Ms. H doesn't like Dr. A's attitude either. I had no doubt my
mother intended a reproach; her declaration was not meant to be taken as a neutral report
of maternal tastes. My mother was making a moraljudgment about my attitude. I will not
speculate as to whether or not Ms. H was, or thought of herself as, judging the morality of
Dr. A's attitude. Rather I am interested in the general question of whether attitudes are the
sort of thing appropriately subject to moral assessment, and more specifically, whether Dr.
A's "listening attitude," passes moral muster.
If, following the American Heritage Dictionary, we take an "attitude," to be "a state of
mind or a feeling: [a] disposition," then there are grounds for skepticism about applying
moral categories to attitudes. Typically we think of moral judgments as applying to
characters, states of affair and actions. A person can be morally good, a situation morally
just and an action morally right. But we post enlightenment liberals get queasy moralizing
ab<;mt thoughts, feelings and purely mental inclinations. In part this unease is the legacy of
the struggle for freedom of conscience. We want no authority coercing belief, and moral
judgment may serve as the first step in justifying coercion. Nor are we comfortable judging
an agent for matters beyond her control, and many believe that we cannot, at least can not
very directly, control our thoughts and feelings. Mental health workers have additional
reasons for abjuring moral judgments about psychological states, or at least have reasons
not to appear as quick to disapprove of psychological states. Forthright moral
condemnation or thinly disguised disgust seem neither a prudent career nor effective
therapeutic strategy for the psychotherapist. This professional disinclination to moralize
about psychological states would also disincline therapists to reflect on the morality of the
attitudes they bring to therapy.
Yet we cannot deny that psychological states are often the prelude to action. Our attitudes
inform our behavior. Indeed attitudes are only discernible, and therefore only subject to
others' moral scrutiny, to the extent that they are made manifest. Action is commonly
viewed as the moral object par excellence, and so it is the presumed links between
attitudes and action that make the former fit subjects for moral assessment. No doubt such
assessments must take into account our considerable ignorance regarding the nature of the
connections. We know little about which thoughts lead to which actions. But our
ignorance is not total. Some psychological states, we are confident, increase the likelihood
of some actions. The moral quality of those actions would seem to infect their
psychological precursors.
For those moral theories termed "consequentialist," actions themselves are not the primary
subjects of moral evaluation. 1 Actions derive their moral value from the outcomes they
promote. Actions are right or wrong only insofar as they lead to good or bad states of
affairs. On this view, our only grounds for condemning types of actions are their

See John Stuart Mill's Utilitarianism 11863, Anchor Books, 1973] for a classic exposition ofa
consequentialism. Peter Singer in Practical Ethics [1979, Cambridge University Press]provides a
contemporary version. Samuel Schefller's Consequentialism and its Critics [1988, Oxford University
Press]provides good critical discussions.
2
Immanuel Kant's deontological moral theory is perhaps the best well known. See his Groundwork of
the Metaphysics ofMorals [1785, Harper Torch, 1964]More recently , D.W. Ross provided a very
different deontology in The Right and the Good [1930, Oxford University Press].
3
One complexity of consequentialist theories I will ignore in this discussion concerns the role ofactual
consequences versus the role ofintended consequences in judging the moral quality ofan action.
4
Not quite. It might also have to defend the goal's value relative to other possible and competing goals.
Giving these other goals their due is another way, besides side constraint principles, ofgenerating moral
constraints on professional practice
5
I am using the terms "technique" and "technical" to refer very broadly to all matters that relate means to
ends, without evaluating the ends themselves or evaluating the means apart from their relations to the
particular ends in view.
6
This is a quote from Dr. Engel's description ofthe patient's account, which presumably stays very close
to Ms. H's actual words.
7
My discussion presumes that there is a literal meaning that can be attributed to Ms. H.. How one
confidently knows anyone's literal meaning, indeed whether literal, or any meanings even exist, is
theoretically controversial. ( See W.V.O. Quine's Word and Object [1960, MIT Press]) But without
wading into those controversies, my discussion proceeds on the basis of "folk" linguistic theory, ofthe
kind that allows courts to convict people ofperjury and libel, and leads most ofus to recognize when we
have been blatantly lied to, and, more to the point, to recognize when someone is questioning our
truthfulness.
8
My use ofthe phrase "psychotherapeutic suspicion" may bring to mind Paul Ricouer's characterization
ofpsychoanalysis as belonging to "the school ofsuspicion." [Freud and Philosophy. p. 32, Yale University
Press, 1970] These are related but not identical things. I want to refer primarily and simply to a therapist
mindset that is alive to the possibility that the patient might not be telling the truth�couer's account of
psychoanalysis emphasizes the centrality to its practice ofthe premise that the initial patient story is filled
with distortions. But, even if"suspicion," however characterized, is a fundamental technique in any or all
psychotherapeutic approaches, we are still left with the central question ofthis discussion: is it a morally
sound technique. Ifnot, its indispensability doesn't save it, but rather damns the whole approach. Of
course, my simpler notion of "suspicion" may seem oversimple, in that it treats as unproblematic the
notion of"telling the truth." I take no philosophical position here on a theory oftruth or meaning. See
note 7.
9
I am not recommending the above speech, which, from a technical viewpoint, is likely quite clumsy, or
worse. Rather I offer the speech as representing an attitude, which could be expressed in a variety of
verbal forms. Ofcourse, as I go on to concede above, any expression ofthis attitude might be a technical
blunder
10
It is now a commonplace in a variety ofphilosophical traditions, that all perception and observation
depends on non-universal conditions and presuppositions that create context. See Martin Heidegger,
Being and Time [1927, SUNY Press, 1997]and Thomas Kuhn, The Structure ofScientific Revolutions
[1962, University ofChicago Press]).
11
I take Joel Greifinger to be arguing ["Therapeutic Discourse as Moral Conversation," Communication
Review Vol. 1(1), 1995] that the goal ofpsychoanalysis is to impart to the patient the ability to apply to
herselfthe flexibility to take new perspectives the better to reflect on her experiences; to make one auto
suspicious, so to speak, in order to arrive at better selfunderstandings. Greifinger claims instilling this
mindset in the patient to be a substantial moral goal for the therapist to aim at. I am making the
considerably more modest claim that employing this mindset is a morally acceptable technique for
"helping," the patient.
1

Tile:re :.ias been a good deal ofwork the on ethics ofdialogue. The conditions under which speaking
2X rs:ect::g rake place, and the forms they take, from Plato, where the topic is implicit in his depiction of
5.x::z:.?s' � to Habermas' ruminations on the "ideal speech" situation, have been the subjects of
12

�c:L'yses.

